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Kinematic Data Analysis for Post-Stroke Patients
Following Bilateral Versus Unilateral Rehabilitation
With an Upper Limb Wearable Robotic System
Hyunchul Kim, Levi Makaio Miller, Irina Fedulow, Matt Simkins, Gary M. Abrams, Nancy Byl, and Jacob Rosen

Abstract—Robot-assisted stroke rehabilitation has become
popular as one approach to helping patients recover function
post-stroke. Robotic rehabilitation requires four important elements to match the robot to the patient: realistic biomechanical
robotic elements, an assistive control scheme enabled through the
human–robot interface, a task oriented rehabilitation program
based on the principles of plasticity, and objective assessment tools
to monitor change. This paper reports on a randomized clinical
trial utilizing a complete robot-assisted rehabilitation system for
the recovery of upper limb function in patients post-stroke. In this
study, a seven degree-of-freedom (DOF) upper limb exoskeleton
robot (UL-EXO7) is applied in a rehabilitation clinical trial for
patients stable post-stroke (greater than six months). Patients had
a Fugl-Meyer Score between 16–39, were mentally alert ( 19 on
the VA Mini Mental Status Exam) and were between 27 and 70
years of age. Patients were randomly assigned to three groups:
bilateral robotic training, unilateral robotic training, and usual
care. This study is concerned with the changes in kinematics in the
two robotic groups. Both patient groups played eight therapeutic
video games over 12 sessions (90 min, two times a week). In each
session, patients intensively played the different combination of
video games that directly interacted with UL-EXO7 under the
supervision of research assistant. At each session, all of the joint
angle data was recorded for the evaluation of therapeutic effects.
A new assessment metric is reported along with conventional metrics. The experimental result shows that both groups of patients
showed consistent improvement with respect to the proposed and
conventional metrics.
Index Terms—Evaluation metric, exoskeleton, stroke rehabilitation, video game.

I. INTRODUCTION

R

EHABILITATION-INDUCED recovery of motor function in patients chronic post-stroke has attracted great
interest due to its potential contribution to quality of life [1].
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Recent improvement in brain mapping techniques such as
transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS), positron emission
tomography (PET), and functional magnetic resonance imaging
(fMRI) have provided researchers a deeper understanding of
brain plasticity and neurophysiology. The most interesting and
important result from this line of research is that immediate
and injury-related motor cortex reorganization in patients can
be significantly affected by the post-stroke motor experience
in the chronic phase post-stroke [2], [3]. One important question is thus what types of rehabilitative training administered
post-stroke can drive the plasticity of the brain post-acute recovery? Intervention strategies based on sound motor recovery
principles can facilitate maximal recovery with patients chronic
post-stroke [1], [3].
Recently robot-assisted rehabilitation treatment has demonstrated that robotic systems can be useful tools for patients
suffering from a wide range of neuromuscular disorders [4]–[6].
MIT-MANUS [6] is one of the successful rehabilitation robots.
MANUS adopted a backdrivable hardware and impedance
control to advance robot control system [6]. ARMin is an exoskeleton developed in ETH Zurich and University of Zurich.
There are several existing ARMin prototypes, all of which (except for the first) consist of seven degrees-of-freedom (DOF)
[5]. This robot provides visual, acoustic and haptic interfaces
together with cooperative control strategies to facilitate the
patient’s active participation in the game. The lengths of the
upper arm, lower arm, hand, and the height of the device are
adjustable to accommodate patients of different sizes. The
rehabilitation site and robotic system are wheelchair accessible.
Pneu-WREX is six DOF exoskeleton robot developed at University of California-Irvine. This robotic system uses pneumatic
actuators [7], [8] since they produce relatively large forces with
a low on-board weight [9]. The robot interacts with virtual-reality game T-WREX based on a Java Therapy 2.0 software
system [8]. Another distinguishing feature of this robot is its
assist-as-needed control scheme [7], [8]. In this adaptive control scheme, the controller detects a patient’s intention so that a
minimal amount of assistance is applied to the patient. Arizona
State University researchers developed a robotic arm, RUPERT
(robotic upper extremity repetitive therapy) targeted for the
cost-effective and light weight stroke-patient rehabilitation
system [10], [11]. The device provides the patient with assistive
force to facilitate fluid and natural arm movement essential for
daily activities such as eating or reaching for objects. The controller for the pneumatic muscles can be programmed for the
specific user to improve arm and hand flexibility and strength
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by providing a repetitive exercise pattern. The rehabilitation
program does not support the interaction with a virtual reality
environment.
Although we have seen much progress in these areas, current research efforts may be subject to the following deficiencies: 1) to the best of our knowledge no one has applied seven
DOF upper limb exoskeleton robot to the bilateral movement
training, 2) the assistive control schemes in the rehabilitation
programs do not consider the redundant nature of the human
arm movement, and 3) there is no built-in inherent objective
evaluation metric that can measure the rehabilitation progress
on a fine-scale.
The proposed work in this paper attempts to accommodate
the deficiencies described above and presents the clinical trial
results as well as the complete description of the rehabilitation
system model. The seven DOF exoskeleton robot UL-EXO7
[4], [12] is exploited as a core mechanical system that can support 97% of the human arm workspace [12], [4]. The controllers
equipped in UL-EXO7 can provide the assistive force to help
patients make the natural arm posture based on the work in [13]
and [14]. For the objective and fine-scale rehabilitation assessment, we introduce a new assessment metric: an efficiency index
that can tell us how close the patients arm movements are to the
normal subject’s arm movement.

training can promote the functional recovery of the impaired
limb by exploiting the coupling effect between the upper limbs.
During the symmetric and bilateral movement of the limb,
what is happening inside brain is that the intact hemisphere
interacts with the damaged hemisphere such that this type
of brain stimulation might result in improved therapy result.
There are couple of research result about the effectiveness
of the bilateral movement training. Mudie and Matyas [21]
performed 30–40 sessions of bilateral movement training on
12 chronic stroke patients who had been previously treated by
the unilateral movement training and demonstrated significant
effect of the bilateral movement training. Other studies have
reported positive results using the combination of bilateral
training protocol, active/passive movements [22], synchronous
and alternating movements with rhythmic auditory cuing [23],
[24], and bilateral movements with neuromuscular stimulation of the impaired arm [25], [26]. The recent work by [27]
presented the direct comparison result between unilateral and
bilateral training protocols. In this research, the effect of bilateral training following six sessions of training duration was
evaluated. It was reported that the bilateral training showed a
positive effect when the subjects are exposed to 6–40 training
sessions [25], [26], [28].

II. TYPES OF REHABILITATION

The entire rehabilitation system is described in Fig. 1(a). The
rehabilitation robotic system is composed of three major parts
which are UL-EXO7 exoskeleton robot, control algorithm and
video games that interact with UL-EXO7. UL-EXO7 Control
PC controls the motion controller to motorize the UL-EXO7
based on the XPC/Host-Target interface and all the sensory
inputs from the UL-EXO7 are transmitted to the game PC
[Fig. 1(a)] through the UDP protocol to minimize the data
transmission latency among systems. There are eight different
games in the game PC which are joint movement, flower, paint,
reach, pong, circular pong, pinball, and hand ball games. They
are programmed using the Microsoft Robotic Developer Studio
2008 [29]. The patients can manipulate the objects in each
game by moving a specific joint or the whole arm of the robot.
The virtual interaction between the game and the patients are
feedbacked to the UL-EXO7 Control PC to create the proper
haptic interaction between the robot and patients.

The best rehabilitation program is one that maximizes the
effect of the therapy. We introduce the most well-known rehabilitation schemes applied to the clinical trials based on the
upper limb exoskeleton (Fig. 2). Several factors, including time,
cost, and performance improvement, must be weighed when selecting the most appropriate rehabilitation program.
A. Unilateral Movement Training
The most well known and widely tested motor rehabilitation
scheme is unilateral movement therapy. In this rehabilitation
scheme, therapists encourage use of the hemiplegic limb of the
stroke patient. The most common type of unilateral type therapy
is the constraint-induced movement therapy (CMT) [15], which
showed some success in expediting progress toward recovery of
upper limb function [16], [17]. In this type of therapy, the patient’s intact limbs are constrained by a harness to prevent them
from moving while the paretic limb interacts with therapist or
environment [18], [19]. The theory behind CMT is based on
the fact that stroke patients learn how to live without using the
affected limb and this will result in decreased functionality of
body as a whole. Thus, patients must be encouraged to use the
impaired limb by restraining the intact limb. Robot-based rehabilitation therapies to date have been based on unilateral movement training [6], [20].
B. Bilateral Movement Training
Recently, an alternative rehabilitation approach known as the
bilateral movement training has been proposed. The bilateral
movement training promotes functional recovery of the impaired limb by using both the intact limb and the impaired limb
simultaneously. Based on studies of the interlimb coordination
in healthy adults [1], it is known that the bilateral movement

III. SYSTEM MODEL

A. UL-EXO7 Exoskeleton Robot
UL-EXO7 [4], [12] is a seven DOF exoskeleton. Articulation
of the exoskeleton is achieved by seven single-axis revolute
joints [Fig. 3] which support 99% of the range-of-motion
required to perform daily activities [4]. Rotating the first joint
by 47.5 around the x axis (right direction with respect to
the right shoulder), 53.6 around the y axis (frontal direction
with respect to the right shoulder), and making joints two
and three orthogonal to their preceding joint, the singularity
in the shoulder can be located outside of the human arm
workspace during ADL. Three revolute joints are responsible for shoulder abduction–adduction, flexion–extension,
and internal–external rotation. A single rotational joint at the
elbow creates elbow flexion–extension. Finally, the lower
arm and hand are connected by a three-axis spherical joint
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Fig. 1. Stroke patient rehabilitation system model based on an upper limb exoskeleton robot.

Fig. 2. Patients during the unilateral and bilateral movement training in University of California-San Francisco. (a) Unilateral movement group patient with
paretic limb on his left side and (b) bilateral movement group patient moving
both arms.

Fig. 3. (a) Joint axis of the upper limb exoskeleton. (b) Exoskeleton supporting
99% of the range-of-motion required to perform daily activities.

resulting in wrist pronation–supination, flexion–extension, and
radial–ulnar deviation. As a human–machine interface (HMI),
four six-axis force/torque sensors (ATI Industrial Automation,
model-Mini40) are attached to the upper arm, the lower arm,
the hand, and the tip of the exoskeleton. The force/torque sensor
at the tip of the exoskeleton allows measurement of interactions
between the exoskeleton and the environment.
B. Controls
1) Gravity Compensation: The dynamic equation of robot
motion characterizes the following time varying response of a
system given external influences and initial states. Although dynamics of the robot are highly nonlinear and complex, under the
assumption of rigid body dynamics all open chain manipulators
can be formulated as
(1)
,
, and
mean the manipulator inertia
where
matrix, Coriolis matrix and gravitational terms with other ex-

Fig. 4. (a) Manipulability ellipsoid at the wrist joint and (b) Virtual destination
and the wrist joint.
connecting

ternal forces, respectively. Only the
term in (1) is required
for the gravity compensation and the compensation algorithm is
described in [30]. Assuming that the angular velocity and the acceleration of the joint angles are negligible for the human arm
movement, compensating the gravity can resolve the most of the
human arm dynamic such that gravity compensation becomes
the background control scheme for the exoskeleton control.
2) Friction Compensation: It is well known that friction depends on both velocity and position, but it is hard to establish the
general model to explain this phenomenon especially at low velocity [31]. Thus, considering the computational efficiency and
the stability of the control algorithm, the basic form of coulomb
friction model [31] is employed as a friction compensation algorithm. To prevent the ambiguity at zero velocity, the individual
joint torque for friction compensation is given by the linear
model in Fig. 5(a). The friction in the range of
is
is chosen empirically
modelled as a linear function and
and experimentally for each joint.
3) Force Fields With Swivel Angle Estimation: In the robotassisted rehabilitation therapy, providing an assistive force is
necessary and important. For the specific game, robot provides
an assistive force by creating a force field based on the target
location and current end-effector position such that patient can
move their affected arm toward the target in the virtual environment. Fig. 5(b) describes the force filed generation mechanism
for the given end-effector position. Due to the redundant nature
of the seven DOF robot, the relative position of the hand with
respect to the target location can not be directly translated to
the assistive force without properly defining the redundancy of
the seven DOF exoskeleton robot, which can be parameterized
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Fig. 5. (a) The Coulomb friction model which is simplified and modified to prevent the ambiguity at the zero velocity. The friction within
is modelled
is empirically chosen. The practical system has 0.01 for the
. (b) The force filed
as a linear function considering the practical implementation and
generation mechanism based on the given wrist position and the swivel angle estimation.

by the swivel angle—the rotation angle of the plane including
the upper and lower arm around a virtual axis connecting the
shoulder and wrist joints in space [32], [33].
The previous work in [13] showed that the manipulability at
the end-effector position is given as the ellipsoid under the constraint
[Fig. 4(a)] and the natural human arm movement for the reaching task can be reproduced when the swivel
angle is set to make the projection of the largest manipulability
vector
in Fig. 4(a) onto the virtual trajectory
in Fig. 4(b)
maximized. The virtual trajectory
is defined as the vector
connecting the joint of the wrist and the virtual target point
on the head. The philosophy behind this swivel angle estimation
is that the swivel angle is selected by the motor control system
to efficiently retract the palm to the head region. It implies that
during the arm movement toward an actual target, the virtual
target point on the head is also set for the potential retraction
of the palm to the virtual target [13], [14].
The equations (2) and (3) show the swivel angle estimation
algorithm applied to the force filed generation in Fig. 5(b) for a
given
(point on the head),
(wrist joint) and
(shoulder
joint)
(2)
(3)
and
.
where
Setting
in , position the elbow at its lowest point when
[32]. Once the swivel angle estimation is completed, the
actual joint angles
can be computed by solving
the following equations [13]:
(4)
where is the 4 4 homogeneous transformation matrix from
the link frame
to ,
, and
is the initial position of
the elbow and the wrist,
is the elbow position as a function of swivel angle and
is the given end-effector (wrist)
position. Note that the
which defines the wrist orientation is set {0,0,0} to force the patient’s wrist to be at the
neutral position of the hand.
4) Master–Slave Control: For the bilateral movement
training, intact limb assists the paretic limb. In order to support
this mechanism, desired joint angles are transmitted from the

Fig. 6. Flower game: (a) targets on the horizontal line, (b) targets on the another
horizontal line rotated by 90 , (c) targets on the vertical lines, and (d) targets on
the V shaped-lines targets. There are seven more configurations based on this V
shaped-line, where targets are rotated toward the torso by 45 , 90 , 135 , 180 ,
225 , 270 , and 315 with respect to the target locations in (d).

intact limb (Master) to the paretic limb (Slave). The difference
of the joint angle between the master and slave side is fed
into the PD controller to create the joint torque on the slave
side. Since forcing slave side to be completely symmetric with
master side can harm the patient’s contracted muscle on the
affected limb, the joint torque on the slave side is limited.
C. Video Games for Rehabilitation
There are total of eight different games designed for the
rehabilitation program, which are flower, paint, joint movement, reach, pong, circular pong, pinball, and hand ball games.
Flower, paint, joint movement, and reach games can be classified as diagnostic games due to the structured tasks in each
game while the rest of the games are purely therapeutic games.
All the participants played the game for 2 h in their visit to
the UCSF medical center under the supervision of a physical
therapist.
1) Flower Game: There are eleven different configurations
in this game. Fig. 6 shows the four representative configurations
among all. The rest of the configurations are variant of those in
Fig. 6(d) and have targets on the same V shaped-lines, where targets are rotated toward the torso by 45 , 90 , 135 , 180 , 225 ,
270 , and 315 with respect to the target locations in Fig. 6(d).
In each configuration, patients are instructed to touch the large
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Fig. 7. (a) Paint game. (b) Joint movement game. (c) Reach game. (d) Handball game. (e) Pong game. (f) Circular pong game. (g) Pinball game. All games are
programmed by the Microsoft Robotic Developer Studio 2008 [29].

ball at the center to initiate the session and reach the farthest
small balls as their hands follow the straight line. By touching
the ball at the center again, patients move on to the next configuration. For the unilateral movement training group, patients
only touch the targets which are on the same side as their affected limb while bilateral movement training group reach all
the targets at the same time. The unilateral movement training
group patients are supported by the force filed such that there is
a weak assistive force toward target which helps patient follow
the desired path.
2) Paint Game: In this game, the small target balls are created spherically around the robot. When patients touch the target
balls, the ball color turns into the different color, as shown in
Fig. 7(a). The ratio of touched balls and total number of target
balls can be used to assess the patient’s mobility improvement.
The therapist can set up the radius at which the balls are created considering the degree of patient’s impairment. The default
radius defined as the distance between the target balls and the
center of the body is 50 cm.
3) Joint Movement Game: Joint movement game is a
purely diagnostic game which measures the range-of-motion
for each joint. This game is composed of the shoulder abduction–adduction, shoulder flexion–extension, shoulder rotation,
elbow flexion–extension, wrist pronation–supination, wrist
flextion–extension, and wrist radial–ulnar movement measurement. Fig. 7(b) shows the shoulder abduction–adduction
measurement example. The blue plane in the figure indicates
the plane on which the arm should move.
4) Reach Game: Target balls are created on the plane at the
hight of the waist, as shown in Fig. 7(c). When players reaches
the target balls in the air, they drop to the floors. This game is
classified as the diagnostic game. In case of the bilateral training
group patients, they use both hands to drop balls while the unilateral training group patients only drop half of the balls on their
affected side.
5) Handball Game: Patients hit the bounced ball from the
wall, as shown in Fig. 7(d). The bilateral group patients move
both arms symmetrically to block the ball while the unilateral
patient group only use the paretic limb. For the unilateral patients, bounced ball tends to come to the paretic limb side. This
game is purely therapeutic game.

6) Pong Game and Circle Game: In the pong game
[Fig. 7(e)], patients compete with the virtual opponent by
blocking the ball and returning it toward the opponent side.
The circle game [Fig. 7(f)] is similar to the pong game except
that circle game moves paddles along the circumference of the
cylinder. The bilateral group patients use two paddles symmetrically and unilateral patients use only one paddle to block the
ball. In both games, players can choose the specific joint or the
end effector position as a control method. For example, patients
can use the minimum and the maximum joint range of the wrist
as the left-most and right-most position of the paddle. Therapist
chooses which control mechanism is proper for each patient.
7) Pinball Game: This game is exactly same as the traditional pinball game [Fig. 7(g)]. Bilateral movement training
group patients move both flippers simultaneously using the
control joints while the unilateral movement training group
patients flip both flippers together by only using an affected
limb. Like the pong game, patients can choose the control joints
depending on the stroke type so that the range of the specific
joint is mapped into the range of the flipper.
IV. EXPERIMENT PROTOCOL AND EVALUATION METRICS
Fifteen male and female subjects between 27 and 70 years
of age, more than six months post-stroke, with a Fugl-Meyer
score between 16 and 39 and a score of 19 or greater on the
VA Mini Mental Status Exam were recruited for the study. All
were screened and consented prior to random assignment. The
subjects were subcategorized by severity and then randomly assigned to each of the three groups: unilateral robotic training (5),
bilateral robotic training (5), or usual care (5). This study was
approved by the Committee on Human Research at the University of California-San Francisco (UCSF). Only the two robotic
training groups were included in this part of the study.
All subjects were scheduled for 12, 90-min training sessions.
The visits were scheduled for twice a week for six weeks. All of
the training was based on the integration of a gaming training
protocol with upper limb robotic training in the Table I. For the
entire sessions, patients were required to play the default session
program defined in the Table I. Then according to their number
of visit to UCSF, they interchangeably played either odd or even
session program on top of the default session program. Note that
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TABLE I
THERAPY GAME PROGRAM

TABLE II
EMPLOYED ASSESSMENT METRIC FOR EACH GAME
Fig. 8. Area around straight line: Area of hand trajectory enclosing the desired
trajectory.

monitored throughout the entire sessions. It is expected that the
travel distance reduces as the therapy progresses
the unassisted flower game in the even session program is the
flower game that does not provide patients with the assistive
force except the gravity and friction compensation. Since the
flower game provides the well-structured target configuration
with visualized path, it is suitable for the pure assessment. The
therapy programs are carefully chosen and monitored by the
physical therapist group in UCSF.
A. Evaluation Metrics
During the entire therapy process, all the joint angle data
were measured from the patients in realtime. One of the advantages for the robot assisted physical therapy over the traditional physical therapy is it is possible to assess the patient’s
progress objectively in a fine scale during rehabilitation, we introduce a couple of performance evaluation metrics adopted in
this research. There are a total of five metrics that can be assessed: range-of-motion, travel distance, relative achievement,
area around the straight line, and instantaneous efficiency. Depending on the characteristic of the therapy game, the different
combination of metrics are employed, as shown in the Table II.
1) Range-of-Motion: The range-of-motion is directly measured when the patients play the joint movement game. The
metric is simply the range of each joint

(6)
(7)
is the hand position of the exoskeleton robot at
the th sampled time index in repetition and session . Note
that
is the total number of repetition done in each session
and
is total number of samples in each repetition. The time
duration between adjacent time indexes is 1/1024 s, which is the
sampling rate.
4) Area Around Straight Line: This metric is to measure how
much the patient’s hand is deviated from the desired trajectory
defined in the assisted and unassisted flower game. Fig. 8 depicts
the target locations in the flower game. Patients starts to move
their hand from the center of the blue ball and to red target ball
following the straight line connecting the blue and red ball as
much as possible. The end effector position at the th sampling
moment is denoted as
and
times
will
be considered as the approximated area around the desired trajectory during the sampling time period. Note that
is
the position vector projected on the straight line connecting the
base position and the target
(8)

(5)
and
is the maximum and minimum value
where
of the th joint angle.
2) Painted Area: In the paint game, the ratio of touched balls
and the total number of target balls can be calculated.
is the painted area at session and repetition of the game where
and
. Note that , the total
number of repetition for the given time can be different between
subjects. Then scalar value
becomes the averaged painted area computed at session .
3) Travel Distance: Travel distance defined in (6) is the integrated travel distance of the patient’s hand in a specific game.
The
in (6) means the travel distance measured at session and repetition of each game, and
in (7) is the
travel distance averaged over the repetition . This value will be

(9)
is the averaged
over the 11 different
configuration of the flower game and repetition . Note that
is the end effector position of the robot at the
th sampling moment, th configuration, th repetition, and
th session. It is expected that
reduces as the patient’s
arm movements are stabilized.
5) Efficiency Index: Patients after stroke suffer the muscle
contraction which results in a limited range-of-motion for the
specific joints such that they learn to compensate uncomfortable
joints by moving more intact joints. This is possible because
human arm is kinematically redundant and can fulfil the task in
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different postures. As a result, stroke patients get used to the unnatural movement pattern and never achieve the motor function
on their affected limb. It is obvious that compensating the movement can deteriorate the quality of the rehabilitation. Although
the previously introduced metrics are useful in monitoring the
patients progress for the given task, they do not capture how
much patient’s movement becomes natural as other healthy subject. Since one of the key factor in the physical therapy is to
make the patients move their arm naturally as other healthy subject, it is important to evaluate the patient’s progress in comprehensive manner.
Under the hypothesis that the natural arm movement of the
healthy subjects is efficient for the unconstrained reaching
tasks and their redundancy resolution for their arm movement is based on the swivel angle estimation introduced in
Section III-B3, efficiency index is developed to measure how
much the patient’s arm movement resembles the healthy subject’s arm movement. The proposed metric has two versions
depending on the therapy type which are efficiency index for
the bilateral and unilateral movement training.
Efficiency Index for the Bilateral Movement Training:
Let
and
mean the
joint angles from the master and slave side of the robotic arm
recorded at time . The instantaneous efficiency index for the
bilateral movement training is defined as

(10)
(11)
means the
where
range of the th joint in the slave side and
is
the desired reference joint angles for th joint computed for the
given end-effector position and the desired swivel angle
estimated by (3) in Section III-B3. Note that the repetition variable
is omitted from
for simplicity. In practice,
is computed for each repetition cycle.
The numerator of (10) has a Gaussian distribution such that it
is maximized when both
and
are same. Since the
slave side of the robot arm generates smaller torque compared to
the master side of the arm, patients should be actively engaged
with the robot to make the symmetric arm movement. Thus the
numerator indicates how much both hands move symmetrically.
The denominator has a minimum value one when the
is same as the desired joint angle
and it indicates
whether patients are actively engaged with the given tasks at
the slave side or not. Note that since all the tasks given to the
patients are in the form of reaching task, the desired joint angles for the patient’s natural arm movement will be close to
estimated by (3). In our previous work [13], [14],
it was shown that (3) could successfully recreate joint configuration of the natural human arm reaching tasks for the given
end effector position. By looking at the denominator, one can
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capture whether patient avoid the natural arm posture like the
healthy subjects or not. If patients do not try to move both arms
symmetrically and overcome the limited joint range, the efficiency of the therapy will be reduced. It is worth monitoring the
efficiency index because the travel distance does not tell us if
patients are using their affected arm in constructive way.
The window function
defined in (12) is a modified sigmoid function where
approaches zero
when
and approaches one when
. In this research, sigmoid function is
adopted because of its smooth transition around the threshold
in a closed form. This function can be replaced with other
window functions such as signum or simple form of linear
functions. By applying this window function to
,
only the meaningful joint movement is considered for the data
analysis
(12)

Note that there is no optimum value for
and we have empirically chosen
and
considering the noise signal
power of the data.
Efficiency Index for the Unilateral Movement Training: In
case of unilateral movement training, the equation must be
changed considering that there is no master side. From the
previous work in [13] and [14], it is shown that the desired joint
angles at any time moment is known for the simple reaching and
grasping task, the joint angle from the master side
can be replaced with desired joint angle
based
on the swivel angle estimation proposed in (2). The modified
Instantaneous efficiency for the unilateral movement training
is given as

(13)

(14)
Similarly from the other metric introduced in the previous section, the averaged efficiency index
and
will
be used to represent the result for each session.
V. SCORING
The evaluation metric of each game is averaged over the
time and repetition for each session to get a scalar value and
by collecting the scalar value from all 12 sessions, 12 dimensional vector representing the patient’s progress can be formed.
Once the 12 dimensional vectors are extracted from the individual subject and game, they were averaged over all subjects
belonging to the same training group and all applicable games
to the specific metric to extract the group level evaluation result.
Finally, the first-order polynomial curve fitting is applied to the
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Fig. 9. Averaged range-of-motion (shoulder abduction–adduction, shoulder flexion–extension, shoulder rotation, elbow flexion–extension, Wrist pronation–supination, wrist flexion–extension, and wrist radial–ulnar deviation) and painted area were calculated for each of the 12 sessions. The range-of-motion is
plotted with the first- (black dotted line) and third- (red dotted line) order polynomial fitting while the painted area is plotted with the third-order polynomial fitting.

Fig. 10. (a) The range-of-motion improvement in percent. The X axis in this figure means shoulder abduction–adduction, shoulder flexion–extension, shouder
rotation, elbow flexion–extension, wrist pronation–supination, wrist flexion–extension, and wrist radial–ulnar. (b) Percentage painted area improvement.

12 dimensional vector. Then conceptually the relative improvement for each training group in terms of the specific metric was
defined as
(15)

jects completed all 12 training sessions while one subject within
the unilateral training group only completed eight sessions over
nine weeks. This subject had to travel out of the area for personal reasons and could not complete the last four sessions.
A. Range-of-Motion

where
means the first-order polynomial curve fitting
output of 12 dimensional vector from either unilateral or bilateral movement training group. Fig. 9 shows the exemplary
processing result for the range-of-motion and painted area from
a single subject. The range-of-motion and the painted area
from all 12 sessions are plotted as a blue line. The first-order
polynomial curve fitting result is plotted as a black dotted line.
Then the relative improvement to the initial session result can
be achieved by (15).
Since all dependent variable were measured with multiple
trials at each training session, the mean of these measurements
could also be determined and described. Thus, the Wilcoxon
rank sum test was performed to determine significance between
the two groups based on the percent change score.

The ranges of each joint were measured for shoulder abduction–adduction, shoulder flexion–extension, shouder rotation,
elbow flexion–extension, wrist pronation–supination, wrist
flexion, and wrist radial–ulnar. The Fig. 10 shows the percentage joint range improvement
at th joint from
unilateral and bilateral training group.
Let
and
mean the th joint angle range
of subject
measured at the final and initial session after
the first-order polynomial fitting is applied to the 12 session
range-of-motion plot. Then
for either unilateral or
bilateral training group is defined as

VI. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

is the maximum joint angle range of th joint.
where
Note that two patient did not finish the scheduled 12 sessions
due to their personal schedule issue. Thus, will be 12 except

The subjects assigned to the two robotic groups were similar
in terms of age, gender, and stroke severity. Nine of 10 sub-

(16)
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group is biggest. This is possible because the patients in unilateral training group were directly taught by the robot to make
the impaired arm move along the desired path even throughout
sessions
(18)

(19)
where (18) and (19) follow the same notational convention as
(22) and (23).
Fig. 11. Travel distance (a) percentage travel distance improvement for four
different games and (b) boxplot of travel distance for four different games. The
Y axis in (b) is meter in unit and X axis is same as one in (a).

two patients. This will be applied to other metrics in the same
way. The result shows that the unilateral movement training
group has relatively higher improvement for the proximal extremities while the bilateral movement training shows higher
improvements for distal extremities. In general, it is known that
improving the wrist joints are more difficult than improving the
shoulder joints movement. From this aspect, bilateral movement
training can be an efficient rehabilitation scheme proper for the
distal extremities.
B. Painted Area
The painted area is only for the paint game. Fig. 10(b) shows
that the bilateral movement training group has a higher percentage painted area improvement, which is about 23% while
the unilateral group patients showed 8% improvement. The relative improvements for painted area
is computed based on
(17)
and
mean the painted area of bilatwhere
eral or unilateral group subject at the final and initial session.
Note that the first-order polynomial fitting is omitted for this
metric since there is no fluctuation in data.
C. Travel Distance
Travel distance is estimated for flower (assisted, unassisted),
paint and reach games. Relative improvement to the initial travel
distance for each game is computed by (18) and the evaluation
result is shown in Fig. 11. By looking at the percent improvement of travel distance, it is hard to decide which rehabilitation scheme is better. The averaged travel distance is computed
by (19) and shown in Fig. 11(b). According to this, bilateral
training group patients showed higher travel distance for most
games. This is possible due to the fact that bilateral group patients needed some adaptation time to be used to the coupled
motor control scheme. Especially for the assisted flower game
[Fig. 11(b)], gap between the bilateral and unilateral training

D. Area Around Straight Line
AR (area-around-straight-line) is defined for the flower game
(unassisted and assisted). Similarly from the above metrics, the
data analysis for AR is defined by (20) and (21)
(20)

(21)
where (20) and (21) show the relative improvement and the averaged AR defined for each game. Equation (20) follows the
same notational convention as (22). In this case, the unilateral
movement training group patients showed better result. This is
due to the fact that the AR metric is closely related to the path
planning of the arm motion. The unilateral training group patients are taught to follow the optimum path by the robot during
the whole sessions. On the other hand, bilateral training group
used their own path planning scheme. Therefore, bilateral group
patient’s arm movement formed a larger AR. The AR metric
might be useful to see the improvement of the patient’s path
planning skill.
E. Efficiency Index
Since the efficiency index can be extracted from flower (Assisted and Unassisted flower game), paint and reach game, the
relative improvement representing either unilateral or bilateral
training group will be based on (22)

(22)

(23)
is the extended version of
where
(11) which is also estimated for the specific game type

in
and
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TABLE III
FUGL-MEYER SCORE TEST RESULT

subject . This type of notation extension will be applied to the
other metrics in the following sections. Fig. 13(a) shows the
comparison result of
from the bilateral and unilateral
movement training group. In addition, the averaged
over all subject and sessions are estimated by (23) and plotted
in Fig. 13(b). From the result in Fig. 13(a), we know that the
bilateral movement training delivered a better rehabilitation
result to the patients for most games except the reach game
where both patient group showed negative improvement. It
implies that patients in bilateral movement training group
tried to make more natural human arm posture as the therapy
continues. Also the result in Fig. 13(b) showed that the bilateral
movement training group showed more natural human arm
movement pattern throughout the entire session and games.
The Fugl-Meyer score results were included in this analysis
to see if there is correspondence with other evaluation metrics.
The test was done twice, once before the therapy started and
once after completing the 12 therapy sessions. Both patient
groups showed an average of four point improvement with
the gains ranging from 10.7% to 31.3% for the bilateral group
and 7.4%–26.3% improvement for the unilateral group (see
Table III). To see if there is statistically significant difference
between two training groups, we perform the Wilcoxon rank
sum test provided by ranksum function in Matlab [34] over
the pre-post difference(%) in Table III. Result shows that
the returned p value of the test is 0.7937, which means that
with 95% significance level, there is no significant difference
between two training groups.
VII. DISCUSSION
The experimental protocol and the size of the therapy groups
were carefully chosen by the UCSF physical therapy and neurorehabilitation research groups. In this study, both groups made
meaningful gains in kinematic performance after 12 training
sessions. The patient’s rehabilitation results were evaluated individually for all subjects based on the five different assessment
metrics including one new metric, the efficiency index. When
we performed the Wilcoxon rank sum test on bilateral and unilateral training groups with respect to the percent improvement
for all the evaluation metrics, the returned p value of the test is
0.1891, which means that with 95% significance level, there is
no significant difference between two training groups in terms
of percent improvement. The result from the individual evaluation metric showed that the bilateral movement training scheme
delivered better rehabilitation result with respect to the wrist

Fig. 12. AR: Approximated area computation around straight line. (a) AR improvement in percent for flower (assisted and unassisted) games and (b) boxplot
(meter
of AR for flower(assisted and unassisted) games. The Y axis in (b) is
squared) in unit and X axis is same as one in (a).

Fig. 13. Efficiency index improvement (a) percentage efficiency index improvement for four different games and (b) boxplot of efficiency index (over
the entire session) for four different games. X axis in (b) is same as one in (a).

joint movement [Fig. 10(a)], painted area [Fig. 10(b)], and efficiency index [Fig. 13(a)] while the unilateral movement training
showed relatively higher improvements for the travel distance
[Fig. 11(a)] and area-around-straight line [Fig. 12(a)].
In the unilateral training group, the robot supported the subject based on limited assistive schemes or restricted wrist joints
to its neutral position in the flower game. Considering the fact
that the assistive mechanism for the physically unstable patients
should be extremely stable and safe, it is hard to predict the
patient’s intention and apply the optimum amount of assistive
force to the subjects in a stable manner. Since the post-stroke
patients suffer the constant muscle contraction, restricting wrist
joints to its neutral position can be fairly effective and stable
assistive mechanism for the unilateral movement training. This
feature limited the potential benefit of the unilateral training if
the subject had limited voluntary movement.
On the other hand, the least affected side could facilitate the
movement of the affected limb in bilateral training. Thus, lack
of computer aided assistance was not as important and even advantageous over the assitive mode of the unilateral training in
some case. It is apparent when observing the range-of-motion in
Fig. 10(a), which is the most basic and direct evaluation metric.
The result shows that bilateral training group gained more than
twice the functionality on the wrist pronation–suppination and
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more on the other wrist joint movements. It implies that the unilateral training group did not receive active wrist motion facilitation by the robot while the bilateral training group could consistently move the impaired wrist joint based on the assistive
force from the healthy arm. This could explain why the bilateral group achieved more functionality on the wrist joint.
Although the meaningful result could be observed in this research, this study also had some limitations. First, the number
of subjects was not enough for more conclusive result. Second,
the subjects gained an average of four points in the Fugl-Meyer
score although a change of five points for the upper limb is considered a minimally successful clinical change. Third, the robot
could not provide the sufficient assistive force to the unilateral
training group compared to the bilateral training group.
VIII. CONCLUSION
Bilateral movement training scheme facilitated better rehabilitation outcomes in wrist joint movement, painted area and
the efficiency index compared to the unilateral group. The efficiency index demonstrated that subjects training bilaterally
showed improvement from an aspect of the natural human arm
movement for the unconstrained reaching tasks. On the other
hand travel distance and area-around-straight line were assessment metrics about the efficient path-planning. Since the unilateral movement training group were taught the optimum path
by the assisting force from the robot, they outperformed the bilateral training group in travel distance and AR. The findings
from this study imply that for greater improvement in the rehabilitation effect, both movement training schemes, unilateral
and bilateral robotic training needs to be consolidated.
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